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WWBIC Bulletin No. 26         November 2016 

It’s been a busy summer at WWBIC. Inside there’s a summary of our days out in the field and a nice mix of 

contributions from recorders from around our region. Next year we’ll be celebrating our 10th anniversary! 

We hope you enjoy this bulletin. 
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Beautiful Demoiselle (Calopteryx virgo) 
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The Cetacean Strandings Investigation Programme (CSIP) often gets reports of stranded species outside 

of its remit. Although we are contracted to record dead seals and investigate causes of death in 

cetaceans (dolphins, porpoises and whales) and marine turtles we only have one fish on our list for 

investigation, the basking shark. However, we do try and direct other reports to interested parties. 

On Saturday 3rd September 2016 a report 

was left on the Strandings reporting line by 

John Swancott of a fresh 7ft Swordfish on 

the beach at Freshwater East, 

Pembrokeshire. This is an unusual species 

for our coast so I contacted Milford Haven 

Coastguard and Libby Taylor the Ranger 

Service Manager with Pembrokeshire Coast 

National Park and both attended. It soon 

became apparent this was not a swordfish 

as previously thought but a blue marlin. This 

animal was in an incredibly fresh condition 

and measured approximately 4 metres from 

the tip of its bill to the massive one metre 

span tail fin. Expecting this fish to quickly 

disappear into various restaurant freezers 

and knowing the time it would take me to 

get to Freshwater East I did not attend the 

stranding. 

On Monday morning I was surprised to 

receive a call from Pembrokeshire County 

Council to say they had the blue marlin 

stored at their depot in Templeton and did I want it! Knowing the carcass was now secure and 

knowing this was an unusual species I contacted Oliver Crimmen, Senior Fish Curator at the Natural 

History Museum London, who within 24 hours drove down and collected the specimen. 

This blue marlin is only the third record for the UK, previous records were of a decomposing head 

on the Scillies and a decomposing carcass funnily enough close-by at Saunderfoot, Pembrokeshire. 

The main hall at the Natural History Museum is soon to be updated in 2017 and unfortunately 

‘Dippy’ the dinosaur is to be packed away! The replacement exhibit is to be the skeleton of the 

massive blue whale suspended from the ceiling. Smaller exhibits will be placed around the hall and 

if all goes to plan the Freshwater East blue marlin will be one of these taking its place in this 

prestigious museum. 

Reports of strandings can be left on the UK CSIP Freephone reporting line 0800 6520333. 
Rod Penrose, Strandings Co-ordinator (Wales)    

UK Cetacean Strandings Investigation Programme (CSIP).  

British Isles & Republic of Ireland 'TURTLE' Database Manager. 

Blue Marlin at Freshwater East 

Blue Marlin photographed at 

Council Depot.  Lin Gander in 

photo for scale. © Rod Penrose 
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I seem to have heard a lot of doom and gloom recently over monitoring results, so I thought I’d write 

about a couple of more positive results we’ve had in Ceredigion this year.  

Firstly, marsh fritillary butterflies. I admit on a 

couple of my reserves things have not been rosy 

but on Rhos Glyn yr Helyg they were pretty 

good again this year. We undertook our annual 

larval web counts in September as usual, a task, 

I have to admit, I don’t really look forward to! 

Last year was a bumper year on Glyn yr Helyg 

(671 webs) with them only seeming to reappear 

on the site in 2013, so I was a little worried 

hearing the reports before I went out that we’d 

be back down to nothing. And when we arrived 

and found a flock of escapee sheep on site, and 

not much scabious, I was sure we’d be lucky to find anything. So I was relieved when we found the first 

web, and then some more, and spread across most of the reserve. Ok, so the total of 313 webs is a lot 

less than last year but it’s a lot more than the 42 of 2014 and the 8 of 2013, so for this year “I’ll take 

that”!   

Secondly, dormice. I went on a three day course in the Forest of 

Dean a few weeks ago, a dormouse hot spot I’m told. It seems 

they were all on holiday - no dormice! In our little corner of the 

world though, North Ceredigion, they seem to be thriving! This 

October we recorded the most dormice on the site since we 

started recording in 2012, and we’ve found them on every survey 

in equal or greater numbers than previous years. And they were 

found in a wider area, using boxes they’d not used before. We 

also had a first earlier in the year with maternity nests and 

pregnant females - we usually only find males so this was extra 

surprising! All of this is great news, I just feel under even more 

pressure now to get the woodland management right!  

Emily Foot 

Wildlife Trust Officer (Ceredigion) 

 

 

Liz Snell has reported a good showing of Hazel gloves fungus, 

(Hypocreopsis rhododendri), in Coed Y Bont Community 

woodland near Strata Florida in October.  

 To find out more about what’s going on at Coed Y Bont please 

see the CYB Facebook page. 

Good news from Ceredigion Reserves 

Also in Ceredigion 

Marsh fritillary larval web 

 © Emily Foot 

Dormouse 

 © Emily Foot 

Hazel Gloves fungus 

 © Liz Snell 
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We’ve had a busy summer of recording days, seven in total. All were well attended and on the whole 

warm and sunny! It’s always nice to get out of the office and spend time with recorders in the field. 

June 

A disused land farm at Puma Energy (UK) Ltd, was the first recording day of 

the year, on the 8th. It was also the first WWBIC recording day on a 

brownfield site. Annie Haycock spotted the first Bee Orchid (Ophrys apifera) 

of the day, a stand of 36 spikes were later recorded nearby. A large 

population of Prickly Sedge (Carex muricata) and Southern Marsh-Orchid 

(Dactylorhiza praetermissa) were present. Two Grizzled Skippers (Pyrgus 

malvae) were identified and there were noteworthy counts of Large Skipper 

(Ochlodes faunus) and Small Heath (Coenonympha pamphilus). Thanks to 

Richard Livock for all his efforts in organising the day (and for getting us out 

of having to wear PPE!). 

On the 22nd, we travelled to the north of the county and a four acre woodland 

garden near Moylegrove. Bruce Slark, our host, bought it as a meadow in 2000 and 

soon started planting a diverse selection of fruiting trees. Four moth traps 

produced an impressive 107 species, the most notable of which was The Double 

Line (Mythimna turca). After lunch in the lovely surrounds of Bruce’s garden we 

moved across the valley to Penrallt garden centre and surrounding land. Thanks to 

our hosts Bruce Slark and Peter Fletcher. 

 

 

The first Carmarthenshire recording day, on the 23rd, was at 

Ynys Dawela Nature Park, Upper Brynamman, a lovely spot in 

the Amman valley. The east of the site was farmed until the 

1950’s, the west is old drift mine, now covered by secondary 

woodland. Richard and Kath Pryce recorded Pale Sedge (Carex 

pallescens) and Common Cowwheat (Melampyrum pratense 

subsp. pratense var. hians). A Marsh Fritillary (Euphydryas 

aurinia) adult was seen flying in one of the meadows. Thanks 

to Isabel Macho and Martin Murray for suggesting the site. 

July 

On the 25th we travelled to Blaentir, near Plwmp, for the first 

Ceredigion recording day of the year. The most botanically diverse 

part of the site was a 6.4ha field made up of wet heath and marshy 

grassland which forms part of the Rhos Gelli SSSI. But, as on 

previous recording days, one of the most interesting finds was on 

the dung heap. Black-grass (Alopecurus myosuroides) an 

uncommon arable weed in West Wales was identified by Arthur 

WWBIC Recording Days 

Bee Orchid © WWBIC 

Bee Orchid © WWBIC 

Recording at Ynys Dawela Nature Park © WWBIC 

The Double Line 

© WWBIC 

Large Emerald moth © Tony Allenby 
Large Emerald © Tony Allenby 
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and Steve, only the c.10th record for VC46. Ina and Tony trapped and recorded 76 moth species during 

the day. Thanks to Sarah and John Edwards for allowing access to their land and to Jenny Higgins for 

suggesting the site.   

August 

On the 9th of August we visited Gelli Uchaf, Rhydcymerau, an 

11 acre small holding owned by Julian and Fiona Wormald. It 

was another lovely location, we enjoyed our hosts beautiful 

garden and welcoming tea and cake.  

Richard and Kath Pryce identified Lesser Bladderwort 

(Utricularia minor) in a small pond in a wet meadow, only 3 

or 4 records exist for this species in VC44. Several odonata 

species were seen around the pond and the meadows were 

full of insect life. Thanks to Julian and Fiona Wormald. 

 

A third recording day in Pembrokeshire took place on the 17th at the National 

Trust Southwood Estate. John Steer recorded a sizable population of Short-

winged cone-heads (Conocephalus dorsalis) in the marshy area of Wood 

Farm. Beautiful demoiselle (Calopteryx virgo) and Golden-ringed dragonfly 

(Cordulegaster boltonii) were recorded along Brandy brook and several 

species of butterfly were seen including Common Blue (Polyommatus icarus) 

and Painted Lady (Vanessa cardui). Thanks to Andrew Tuddenham and Lara 

Lawrie for making arrangements so the day could go ahead. 

 

 

On the 16th we were back in Ceredigion for the final recording day of the year at the National Trust 

Llanerchaeron Estate. Arthur Chater recorded Field Woundwort 

(Stachys arvensis) and Black bindweed (Fallopia convolvulus) 

both ‘good’ arable weeds in a field of stubble turnips. After lunch 

Arthur identified Bearded Couch (Elymus caninus) in the 

woodland along the river Aeron. This is an uncommon a species 

in VC46 largely confined to the Aeron and Teifi valleys. Ina and 

Tony recorded 23 moth species including apple leaf miner 

(Lyonetia clerkella) and Common Marbled Carpet (Dysstroma 

truncate). Thanks to Aron Roberts.  

 

Thanks to all recorders that attended any of this year’s WWBIC recording days.  

 

 

Common Lizard © WWBIC Common Lizard © WWBIC 

Short-winged cone-head  

© WWBIC 

Scarlet Pimpernel © WWBIC 
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In April I was clearing out my Penparcau greenhouse when I came 
across an interestingly patterned slug, with three clear “tramlines” 
down its back. I got out my copy of the FSC “Slugs of Britain and 
Ireland” and managed to convince myself that I had the rather rare 
Balkan Threeband Slug (Ambigolimax nyctelius). Arthur Chater kindly 
put me in touch with Dr. Ben Rowson, the Curator of Terrestrial 
Mollusca from Amgueddfa Cymru - National Museum Wales, who 
advised me that I would have to wait until my slug was well grown 
(over 4cm) before it could be confidently identified, and that this 
would need to be via dissection.   

I duly waited until August for my slug to fatten itself on my tomato 
plants, before packaging it up in a small pot with some damp soil and 
leaves, and posting it to Ben. His examination of the two slugs I sent 
him showed they were both actually not the Balkan, but the Iberian 
Threeband Slug (Ambigolimax valentianus). There is no doubt that this 
species is very under-recorded, but even so this was a first record for 
our county, VC46.   

If anyone else would like to get in to slug recording then Ben is a great 
source of help, as he says:  “We’re generally happy to receive enquiries 
from Wales!”  Would-be Slug Recorders can contact him at 
Ben.Rowson@museumwales.ac.uk.  

Chloe Griffiths 

 

 

 

On Friday the 23rd of September the WWBIC team took part in the Narberth food festival.  Georgina, 

Josh and Kate set up a stand to teach primary school groups about the importance of hedgerows. 

Groups of 10 – 11 years olds from Templeton, Narberth and Tavernspite circulated between stands with 

activities ranging from yoga to butter churning. WWBIC’s stand included a large sheet of old wallpaper 

depicting a hedgerow complete with a bank, low lying trees and taller mature trees. The children’s task 

began with selecting pictures showing various animals and wild food found in a Welsh hedge. Each 

photo was placed in a part of the hedge where each species could be found such as holes in trees or in 

the bank at the base of the hedge. Once each photo had been placed on the hedge pupils connected the 

photos with pieces of string to form a food web.  Through this exercise the children demonstrated their 

knowledge of the intimate connections between each of the species such as predator – prey 

interactions and the nocturnal behaviour of some 

species. This existing knowledge was used to explore 

what would happen if certain species or indeed 

entire hedges were removed, reinforcing the 

importance of hedgerows in the Welsh countryside. 

It was the first time WWBIC staff had taken part in 

something like this and all feedback from teachers 

and organisers was positive. 

On the trail of slugs in Ceredigion 

WWBIC stand, Narberth Food Festival © WWBIC 

Hungry for hedgerows 

Iberian Threeband slug  

© Chloe Griffiths 

mailto:Ben.Rowson@museumwales.ac.uk
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The recent installation of an artificial otter holt at Pembroke Upper Mill Pond nature 

reserve has already got tenants.  

The structure, which was funded through the Co-op Welsh Wildlife Heroes grant, was 

installed in April this year with help of local Wildlife Trust volunteers and sits among 

an area of willow and alder carr on the edge of the reedbed and Pembroke river, that 

flows through the reserve.  

A recent visit by Dave Levell, one of the reserve’s keen 

volunteers, showed clear evidence of otter activity 

through tracks and markings leading in and out of the 

holt along with the identification of many spraints 

nearby. It is well known that the Pembroke Mill Pond 

complex has one of the largest urban populations of 

otter in Wales and that they frequent the Upper Mill 

Pond nature reserve on almost a daily basis.  

Nathan Walton, Wildlife Trust Officer for Pembrokeshire 

said, “it is great news to know that we now have otters 

residing on the reserve as opposed to just passing 

through. The reserve is free from public access which is key to providing good areas of undisturbed 

habitat and ideal conditions for otter. I am very pleased.” 

The otter is one of our most charismatic yet elusive mammals. It is mainly nocturnal and rather shy 

although good sightings can be seen during the day in the Middle and Lower Mill Ponds. It is also one of 

conservation’s success stories: following a catastrophic decline during the 1950’s and 1960’s, there are 

now healthy otter populations throughout most of Wales. This has been brought about by a ban on the 

most harmful pesticides, and the ongoing protection of their water-side habitats. The otter itself is a 

European Protected Species and it is against the law to damage or destroy an otter breeding site or 

resting place (holt or couch), or deliberately to capture, kill, injure or disturb an otter. 
 

Nathan Walton 

Wildlife Trust Officer (Pembrokeshire) 

 

 

 

The Convolvulus Hawkmoth (Agrius convolvuli) is one of the largest moths to be seen in the UK. It is not 

resident here but migrates from Southern Europe and Africa. They are seen in most years particularly in 

the southern parts of the UK, but they are much rarer in Ceredigion. 

A brief list of records is as follows; the first on record for VC46 was from Aberystwyth in 1950. The 

second was of a moth seen in the south near Croes-lan, which was sent to the Biological Records Centre 

in 1977. Singles were recorded at Borth in 1980, Ynyslas in 1983, and Ynys-hir in 1991, where it was 

recorded as "long dead in the cowshed" by Bill and Penny Condry. 

More recent records came from Ynyslas in 2000, Ynys-hir in 2003 and 2006, also in 2006 there was a 

record from Aberystwyth and in 2009 another was recorded from Croes-lan. Individuals were recorded 

from Strata Florida in 2011 and Llangrannog in 2012. Finally in 2015, one was seen feeding on the 

flowers of Tobacco plants by Penny Condry at Ynys-hir. 

Convolvulus Hawk moths in Ceredigion 

Otters make themselves at home 

Completed otter holt © Nathan Walton 
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This year has been an exceptional one in Ceredigion. On 13th September Phil Dennis found this lovely 

specimen in his moth trap at Cross Inn. 

 

 
 

On the 21st September Peter Trudgill found one dead on the path at his home in Talybont. There was a 

suggestion that this one had probably been assisted to its final resting place by a playful cat. 

 

To my great surprise on the 20th September, I learned that 

one house in Borth had recorded 8 Convolvulus hawkmoths 

between the 6th and 16th September. These moths were 

seen by Sid and Louis Burnard in their small rear garden 

where there was just a small patch of Tobacco plants in 

flower. The moths were seen at first feeding from the 

flowers at dusk, but later they were found dead in and 

around the house. 

 

An adult Convolvulus Hawkmoth lives for about 5 weeks, so it is perhaps no surprise that by the time 

they reached Borth on their migration, they were near to death. Nevertheless it is amazing that so many 

should have been attracted to this one spot. Since then a further 3 have been recorded by Louis 

Burnard, again at his home in Borth and passed on to me. 

Recently I have been told by a student about a dead moth at the university accommodation in 

Aberystwyth which, from his description, may have been a Convolvulus Hawkmoth and a wing was 

found by a reliable observer on the coast at the south end of Tan-y-bwlch near Aberystwyth. 

In a single year the number of county records for this moth, has been doubled. If you grow a small patch 

of Tobacco plants (Nicotiana sylvestris) in your garden, you may be lucky enough to attract one or more 

of these moths next year. 

Another migrant moth, the L-album wainscot (Mythimna l-album) managed to find its way to Ceredigion 

this year, this was the first record for VC46. These are regular migrants to the south of the UK, and have 

recently become established as a breeding species in the south of England and have been resident in 

Glamorgan for quite a while too. We found this moth in a trap at Wallog, just north of Aberystwyth. This 

is another moth whose range is expanding northwards, so hopefully we should see more of them in the 

next few years. 

© Phil Dennis © Phil Dennis 

© Peter Trudgill 
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Another rare moth found, or re-found, in Ceredigion was Pretty Chalk Carpet (Melanthia procellata), 

recorded by Liz Snell near Tregaron. The only previous record for Ceredigion was from Llechryd in 1979. 

Liz firstly found a dead specimen on a window sill inside the house. After repeated trapping next to the 

larval foodplant, which is Traveller's joy, and to her great delight Liz found a live specimen. 
 

Tony Allenby and Ina Smith 

VC46 moth recorders 

 

 

 

For 15 years or so, Butterfly Conservation has done regular surveys of blackthorn in hedges and fields 

across lowland south-west Wales, in winter months, looking for Brown Hairstreak eggs. We've a very 

convivial team of enthusiastic people, who have a great time and frequent good laugh and sometimes 

even intellectual conversation whilst roaming fields in this pursuit! We go out usually once a week, as 

determined by both people and weather (weekly e-mail circulation), so we get a slightly different mix 

each week. Our main areas are the Tywi and Teifi valleys, including much of lowland Carmarthenshire, 

eastern Pembrokeshire and southern Ceredigion. We also reimburse your mileage.   

 

Now, you guessed it........some of our hitherto regulars are 

less frequently available as lives change and we could do 

with an injection of new faces so that we can keep this 

valuable facility in place. We need a minimum of four 

persons to make each week happen, so please do consider 

coming along and see what you think. There's no 

commitment to come every week or even every month, but 

you might just enjoy the experience as well as helping to 

keep us going! 

Do please let me know and mention to friends.....thanks. 
Richard Smith, Butterfly Conservation South Wales Branch 

rgsoverton@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Wales Biodiversity Partnership funding made it possible for us to have three free training events this 

year.  

A Hoverfly and Bee Identification course led by Phil Ward took place in the Penparcau area of 

Aberystwyth.  This was a collaborative effort and thanks are due to our director, Chloe Griffiths and to 

Leanne Bird of Ceredigion County Council. 

Ten people bit the bullet and attended ‘The terror of yellow composites’ training led by Dr Tim Rich at 

the Welsh Wildlife Centre, Cilgerran. Tim began the day with a presentation after which the group keyed 

out specimens collected by Tim using hand outs he’d prepared. After lunch we went on to the reserve to 

study specimens of the composite family in the field. All feedback from the day was positive and 

attendees expressed an interest in having training in other difficult plant groups. 

We hope to run a similar training event with Tim next year as this subject was very popular and many 

people could not get on to the course. 

WWBIC Training Days 

Volunteers wanted 

Brown Hairstreak eggs © G. Tordoff 

mailto:rgsoverton@gmail.com
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In September Dave Slade led a leaf mining moths training session, again, at the Welsh Wildlife Centre, 

Cilgerran. Fifteen people attended and armed with Dave’s useful handouts (slowly) walked around the 

reserve studying different leaf mines on different trees and plants. Three species identified as part of 

the training were new county records for Pembrokeshire. 

 

 

 

Georgina joined the WWBIC team in September 2016 as Biodiversity Information Assistant and will be 

with us for a fixed period of 6 months. In the role Georgina will be responsible for mobilising biodiversity 

information into an electronic format for incorporation into the species database of WWBIC.  

Georgina studied Ecology at Cardiff University and since graduating has worked in the wildlife 

conservation sector as an ecological surveyor and a science engagement officer. In her spare time she 

enjoys being outdoors either walking, bird watching or getting involved with species monitoring and 

practical management of local reserves.  

The majority of Georgina’s time will be spent working with Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority 

(PCNPA) to digitise their paper records for incorporation into the WWBIC database. Georgina has 

recently finished logging the records held by PCNPA so the next job is to get mobilising! 

 

 

 

Next year WWBIC will be celebrating 10 years as an operational Local Records Centre. We plan to mark 

the occasion by holding a couple of special events starting with a 10th Anniversary Recorders Forum on 

Saturday 4th March 2017. The Forum will follow the same format as previous years. We have booked a 

larger venue, Hermon Community Hall, and plan to have a number of displays which we hope attendees 

will be able to enjoy over an extended lunch. This event has the recording community as its focus and in 

particular is viewed by us as a way of giving something back to all those recorders who have supported 

us over the last ten years and who we hope will continue to do so. 

 

 

 

Quantum GIS (QGIS) is an open-source, freely downloadable, mapping software capable of mapping 

species records; creating distribution maps and even species atlases. WWBIC would like to run an 

introduction to this geographical information system (GIS) software package for interested recorders. 

The course will cover what a GIS includes and how to use QGIS and several of its plug-ins which are 

designed specifically for biological recording. By the end of the course you’ll be able to produce species 

atlases and distribution maps using your own records or those available from LERC Wales and the NBN 

Gateway. Initial date for the diary is February 2017. 

 

If you’re interested in attending such a course please email josh@wwbic.org.uk with your name and 

email address.  

 

 

 

 

WWBIC News – Welcome Georgina 

WWBIC 10th Anniversary 

 

 

 

 

Forthcoming events 
Using QGIS Open-source software in biological recording 

 

 

 

 

 

Forthcoming events 

mailto:josh@wwbic.org.uk
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A mysterious frog spawn like jelly containing eggs 

spotted by Josh on a Ceredigion recording day had 

everyone stumped! First seen on hazel near a 

pond it was later seen on bramble. After some 

online research they were thought to be either 

caddis fly eggs or aquatic snail eggs. Josh tried to 

grow them to find out for certain but 

unfortunately they went ‘off’! 

 

 

 

Thanks to everyone who has contributed to this newsletter. If you have any feedback or comments 

please email kate@westwalesbiodiversity.org.uk 

 

 

 

And finally . .  

@wwbic1 

West Wales Biodiversity Information Centre 

Unknown eggs on hazel © WWBIC 

Unknown eggs © WWBIC 
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